President’s Corner
Hello Friends...
As another year comes to an end, I find myself wondering where the time has gone! While the
months have seemed to slip away, as I take the time to reflect on what we’ve done my heart is
full to be part of this team of such accomplished volunteers. You give your time and ask only
for the best life for the Goldens in return.
2021 was the year of partnership. It may not have been known to all of the volunteers but this year
we partnered with other rescues on several occasions to accomplish our mission. RAGOM, a
Golden rescue in Minnesota reached out to us in April, May, and November and together we have
re-homed 5 puppies, 3 breeder dogs and maybe a pregnant Goldendoodle. AGAG our Illinois Golden
rescue neighbor partnered with us in May to find 4 breeder girls a home and again in June to bring 2 dogs
to the US from Turkey. We worked closely with China Dog Rescue to bring 7 Dogs from China to the US for a better life. Just recently we partnered with Great
Tails Animal Rescue to bring in Honey 3.
I am struck by the commitment of our group. At one point in May we were looking for foster homes for 9 dogs all at once. We asked for foster homes for dogs
that have special needs both behavioral and medical. We all know our original Honey girl and what she’s going through. This year we brought in Honey 2
with similar issues. We now even have Honey 3 who required special care. We have Apollo with megasophagus , Joe, Max, Ella, Devonna and several other
dogs who required special care. Our foster homes signed up and stepped up. Our foster trainers have been training and training and training…. Rescues
all around us are not able to find enough foster homes but we have been making it happen!

PAW PRINTS

Beyond the animals, we partnered with talented groups of creative volunteers who developed everything from our new
streamlined GRRoW logo, to producing our new PAWPRINTS NEWSLETTER, to helping revise and update our
web presence. These projects took tremendous efforts to make happen and to continue to maintain.
We can’t do any of it without the funding to do so. Those of you who attended fundraisers, contributed
and donated are an essential part of this organization. Since it is near and dear to my heart, I will tell you
that my mom (also a volunteer) is oiling up her sewing machine to start the mass production of dog bandanas for our second annual Lucky Dog 5K . Registration opens January 1st. I hope you participate!!
Please enjoy your holiday season knowing that nearly 70 dogs are in safe and happy homes because all
of your efforts. With all my gratitude...

The Happiest of Holidays to all of you, our volunteers, our members
and our friends.

Amy Calder
Amy Calder
GRRoW President
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OurVeryOwn HolidayMiracle
IT WAS 1995. Our kids were old enough to share in the responsibily of bringing
a Golden into our house. Welcome Cody. It was a great decision, the kids found a
new friend, we as a family had a new member and Cody was settling into his new
house/family quite nicely.
THE FIRST SUNDAY IN DECEMBER. Fast forward a couple of years and
that Sunday saw us getting ready to take Nikki (our daughter) to her grade school
basketball game. But first, Cody needed a bath, the Packer game was on and we
were all in a state of rush.
OK... STEP ONE... wash Cody... DONE.
OK... STEP TWO... get the Packers a victory... whew... DONE.
OK... STEP THREE... let Cody out to do his duty before we go... he’s still outside
doing his thing. C’mon Cody, let’s go!
OK... STEP FOUR... get all set to go out the door... jussssst about ready to go.

BANG. A very loud noise sounds from outside. Our neighbor’s son celebrated
the Packer victory by launching a bottle rocket in the air. Running outside to see
what was going on, I came to realize there was NO Cody to be found. Cody was
well trained and never strayed. It seemed very odd, until I found out what had
happened.
Apparently the bottle rocket came back to earth and exploded right next to Cody.
Cody then bolted leaving us no idea where he went from there. And oh yes, for
those who think things could get worse, yup, we forgot to put Cody’s collar back on
(with his tags and ID) after his bath. Great!
TO ACTION. We spread out in all 4 directions, enlisting friends to help look for a
scared 3 year old golden with absolutely no identification. We spent the next week
canvasing a solid 10 mile radius in all directions from our house. We put up posters
and handbills on every thing that was standing verticle (anyone running for office
would have been envious). As a coach of several youth teams, baseball, soccer
and basketball, I enlisted help from literally all the kids in the community.
Thinking Cody would be found very shortly, it seemed to be just a matter of time.

BOY WAS I WRONG. Each passing day of not knowing of his whereabouts or
of his safety, was agonizing. What should have been a happy “getting ready for
Christmas time” turned into a gray “going through the motions” turn of events.
There was no joy in any of our hearts until our “boy” returns.
We are now several weeks into our search and the weather is turning colder &
darker. We’ve pretty much done all we can. Christmas is getting closer, yet without
any happiness. Pretty sure we were getting near the point of hopelessness.
Then the phone rings. Now what?
WAIT. It’s the Milwaukee Humane Society saying we have your dog (fitting the
description almost perfectly). Boy, glad we connected with all the help groups.
With tears running down our cheeks, Marilyn takes the car to go get Cody, while I
get his warm bath and everything else ready. Marilyn gets back and brings Cody in.
Is he ever glad to see us. With tail wagging, Cody is showing tremendous energy.
Wait, and yes, tremendous smell. NO PROBLEM, we’re all set up to fix that.
SURPRISE #2. OK, Marilyn you got the front and I got the back. Cody is getting a
much needed bath in the downstairs stationery tub.
Hey Marilyn, “We got Cody fixed... right?
“Yup.”
“ Well I guess something must have grown back then,
cuz this dog is NOT fixed.”
Wait a minute, we then realized CODY is not Cody.
Thorough the tears and pent up missed feelings, we
obvoiusly saw with our hearts and not our eyes.
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Shared by :

Bill Scholz & Family

NOW WHAT? From that moment we knew it was not Cody, but still, this friendly
guy still needs a good home, reguardless of what happens in the future.
Our new friend was going to be named MURPHY (named after Marilyn’s childhood
PAW PRINTS
dog) and he is now the newest member of our household.
The kids (still missing Cody) welcomed Murphy into their hearts as we did.
We all moved forward, still looking for Cody, but now as an even bigger family.

SURPRISE #3. Its almost been a week that Murphy’s been with us, and yet with all
the joy he’s bringing us, we are all still are missing a big part of our hearts.
Then phone rings. Now what?
The voice on the other end says, “I think I have your dog.”
We exchange our information and the caller immediately drives right over.
The car pulls up, the door opens and here comes that old familiar face of Cody with
tail wagging and I swear, a big smile on his face.

THE REAL STORY. Seems after being spooked by the fireworks, Cody ran to his
favorite place, a nearby park we walk in everyday. Across from the park was a dog
(at his house) that we never noticed before. The dog and his owner was out in the
yard that day as Cody simply went over to play. Not having any tags, the people took
Cody in. Apparently Cody and his new buddy had a sleep over lasting for several
weeks. We were glad for his well being, yet frustrated at not knowing and fearing
the unknown. AHHHHHHH... the agony of having a lost furry child!
After finally seeing the posters, as well as being reminded by the local kids that
the new dog that came into their lives was none other than CODY, a lost dog from the
area, the people decided to call the number on the poster.

WOOOF. Our Cody was finally home. Now with a new playmate/brother Murphy,
we are an even happier family. Time to reflect and give thanks.

BY THE WAY. Christmas is now upon us and our family has just recieved the best
Christmas gift ever. How can we ever begin to express our thankfulness to all?

BLESSINGS ABOUND. From this adventure we learned how much better it
was with 2 goldens in a household. It actually is easier taking care of two than one.
We learned how important it is to be able to lean on others for help, both
physically and emotionally.
We saw the power of the community in action and how important our furry
children are to us and our families, and what others will do for you in times of need.
And finally, we realized that sometimes things are just not in our control. We have
to understand, sometimes things are simply controlled by a higher power.
FROM THAT POINT ON we were never “A less than 2 Golden Family.”
We are thankful for every day we are together as a family and
NEVER take anything for granted.
To this day we ALWAYS, very fondly remember...

Our Very Own Holiday Miracle!
GRRoW volunteer

Bill Scholz

SIDENOTE. After 5 great years together, Murphy did pass
on from a blood disorder. In memory of Murphy, we contacted
GRRoW (first time ever) and got SAM, our first of several
GRRoW dogs to come to us
over the years.
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Recent GRRoW Dog Activity
Because we are so busy with our current list of dogs at the
present... we are sharing a little bit of the dogs that were...and still are... a big part of one
of our volunteers... Bill Scholz and his family. See page 2 for the start of the story.
came to our family from a private home rescue. As a family we were ready to accept him into our lives...
Cody Clyde
just not as Clyde. His name was changed to one of our favorite places in the world... Cody, Wyoming. Cody was
a perfect fit into our active lives. We watched over him and he protected us from every squirrel, mailman and sock monster
there was to offer. Cody was the foundation of our “furry-based family” and he is always special in all our hearts.
After Cody’s Holiday sleepover (see page 2 story for details) his brother Murphy was added
to the family. Now we really were active. Two furry kids to hike with, swim with, play with
and snuggle with. After some 5 years of Murphy’s pure joy with us, he was called away...
obviously there was a need for a new Angel to protect heaven from mailmen (yes, mailmen make
it there too... haha).

PAW PRINTS

Murphy

Sammy

Sammy came to us from GRRoW. He was
a field retriever. Up to this point I only knew of 2
kinds of retievers; one that eats socks and the other... that eats everything else. OK, we find
that the term field retriever means UNLIMITED ENERGY. For walks, I would ride my bike
next to Sammy as he would run. We would go for a mile or so and I would stop. If Sam wanted
more, he’d grab my sleeve and pull me forward. If he was done, he’d simply turn around and start
running back... yes just like kids, challenging the other to see who gets back first.
Sam was always in the lake as we eventually relented and got him his own float. And yes, it was exactly as the
picture above... we put a visor on him to help with reflections and he would float for hours at a time. Being in the water
was Sam’s favorite activity. Safe to say... Sam was an outdoors dog who’s heart was as big as his overall size. Smiling
all the time, he always had time for a snuggle and a friendly kiss.
Cody had just passed a few months when this six month old, private rescue puppy named

came our way. Sam was visably upset over the loss of Cody... but Jakey was havJakey “Jake”
ing nothing of that... as he had playtime on his mind and Sam was his target. Sam truly was
a big brother in every facet from showing Jake his favorite running paths to his very own “PRIVATE” two lakes
(open whenever the spirit moved them). These brothers were literally inseperable. Jake was an athlete, but
no where to the level of Sam. Still, Sam was patient and it wasn’t long before Jake was every bit the runner and swimmer his big brother was. Jake loved being around Sam as much as Sam did Jake.
Jake’s best feature was that he never met a tennis ball that he didn’t like. If after jumping in for hours to
retrieve a ball from the lake... a now fully exhausted Jake would then sit and stare at it as it would float
by. Jake was a 76 pound lap dog and never let an open lap go un-used. A pure snuggler from day one.

Piper

Several years down the road, Sam died very quickly from cancer. Jake was hit very hard. He
would lay around and not eat and we were worried for him. Here comes GRRoW to the rescue
introducing Piper to our family. Like a switch was turned on, Jake was back and the two guys were instant brothers and best buddies. Jake would introduce Piper to the fun of swimming and then running on that very same surface, in the winter.
Jake would take off on the ice and Piper would try to catch him. Jake would then stop on a dime, only to watch Piper go sliding
by as he tried to stop... swear I saw Jake laugh every time it happened. Perfect match. Jake lived for a tennis ball and Piper could
care less. Jake taught Piper the fun of a pure “all-out” run and the joys of exploring for hours... which they did almost every day.
Through all the years, Piper still continues to be our “buddy” ever able to give us his “heart-melting” smile... and we are at his command.

Reggie

Jake was suddenly gone from us with heart failure and we were all heavily
hit... as Marilyn (wife) and I were retiring. After sometime we realized that
finding another furry member of the family was going to be hard, especially with Covid-19 upon us.
Yup... its rescue time again. GRRoW was once again there for us, introducing us to a pure lover of snuggling...
Reggie. Needless to say Piper and Reggie took to each other almost immediately... or so they tell us (haha).
Yup, Piper is passing down the fine arts of running and exploring. Reggie discovered the lake immediately from
the very first time we got home and let him out of the car. He hops out and immediately goes into the lake and
has been “in and out” ever since. Reggie has taken snuggling to a higher level and has shown Piper
the fine art of getting us to let them up onto our bed. It is a fun journey with them both, that goes
on as we speak... err... type. What started with Cody, and helped along greatly by GRRoW, is still
thriving today. Our happy “furry family” is alive and well and loving every minute together.

Daughter Nikki introduces our new family member “Reggie” to the joys of being a Yooper... der hey.
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Special Event
5K

January is Walk your Dog month https://nationaltoday.com/walk-dog-month/. To honor
the needs of your beloved fur family and to keep them healthy all year long, commit in January to the:

2nd Annual GRRoW Lucky Dog 5K.
Early Bird Registration Opens January 1-15th... and registration will close on
February 11th. The run/walk will take place on your own during the first two weeks of March concluding on
St. Patrick's Day. You can walk, run, move any way you want for the 5 kilometers using a tracking device of your
choice. Watch for more information and exciting opportunities.

PAW PRINTS

History of Walk Your Dog Month. Walk Your Dog Month is a perfect time to blend exercise with bonding time for you and your
pup. The Association of Pet Obesity Prevention released a clinical study in 2017, stating that 56% of dogs in the United States
are obese. For more information: nationaltoday.com

Fundraising
A COMMUNITY CONNECTION

ONE HOPE WINERY AND GRRoW

HOLIDAY FUNDRAISER
Stock up on wine for the Holidays and support GRRoW at the same time...
what a deal! A portion of your One Hope purchases through the end of the
year will be donated to GRRoW.
ONEHOPE has a variety of award-winning wines at
affordable prices. Check out what's available here and to
place your order through the holidays at...

www.onehopewine.com/event/117860
Please join the ONEHOPE Facebook group for information
on their wines, tips, recipes, cute photos, and more.

www.facebook.com/groups/408236390942285

BUCKY BOOK BUY

GRRoW FUNDRAISER
If you're an Amazon shopper, consider adding
Golden Retriever Rescue of Wisconsin as an
AmazonSmile charity.

smile.amazon.com
Simply go to: smile.amazon.com and select
our rescue. Each time a purchase is made a
percentage is automatically donated to us.

Now buy a book and save at Madison, Janesville
and Wisconsin Dells merchants with a portion of
the sales going to GRRoW.
The perfect stocking stuffer for a Wisconsin student
who would love to save some money! Just by using a few coupons,
the book is paid for. There's even a coupon for a free doughnut and
coffee from Dunkin'. Coupons are good through September 2022._
Click on the following link for more information...

www.buckybook.com/grrow
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FutureFeatured Item
Ever get Frustrated at Not finding a Greeting Card that Truly
Expresses Your Feelings?

PAW PRINTS

Well, we have. They always say... “If you can’t find something you like, then MAKE IT
YOURSELF.” Sooooo... we’ve created a set of 10 unique greeting cards made from the
perspective of our best friends... OUR GOLDEN RETRIEVERS.
Now comes the real test. WE NEED YOUR HELP. Would you buy cards like these,
and what would you be willing to spend for that perfect card? What if you can help
fund GRRoW, help all the Goldens out there that need your assistance... AND...
get those GREAT CARDS as well, in one deal?
These “PAWPRINTS” FUNDRAISING CARDS are a great way to send your
messages from the heart. Whether its from you, or you’re buying a set for a
friend... these cards are the perfect gift.

So we need your help! If we get a big enough positive feedback from all of you... our members and most trusted frends... then we will go ahead and
make these cards available. Please help us make this happen. We think we have a great product and a great FUNDRAISER to help GRRoW continue to rescue.

Please send feedback to Amy Calder at: Amy.Calder@grrow.org

Xmas 1

Birthday

Graduation

You Make Me Smile

Father’s Day

Farewell

Through My Eyes

LET THIS

HolidaySeason

Valentine’s Day

Mother’s Day

Here’s another
example
of the type of
cards we’d like
to produce.

Xmas 2

REMIND US
OF OUR MOST IMPORTANT GIFT OF ALL...

...THE GIFT OF

Sharing & Caring
FOR EACH OTHER.
May you enjoy the Holidays
with all the warmth, joy & happiness
that come with it!

From Our Family to You and Yours...
Your friends at the Golden Retriever Rescue of Wisconsin
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